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Abstract
Nottale’s formula for the gravitational Planck constant ~gr = GM m/v0 involves parameter
v0 with dimensions of velocity. I have worked with the quantum interpretation of the formula
but the physical origin of v0 - or equivalently the dimensionless parameter β0 = v0 /c (to be
used in the sequel) appearing in the formula has remained open hitherto. In the following a
possible interpretation based on many-sheeted space-time concept, many-sheeted cosmology,
and zero energy ontology (ZEO) is discussed. In ZEO the non-changing parts of zero energy
states are assigned to the passive boundary of CD and β0 should be assigned to it.
There are two measures for the size of the system. The M 4 size LM 4 is identifiable as the
maximum of the radial M 4 distance from the tip of CD associated with the center of mass
of the system along the light-like geodesic at the boundary of CD. System has also size Lind
defined defined in terms of the induced metric of the space-time surface, which is space-like
at the boundary of CD. One has Lind < LH . The identification β0 = LM 4 /LH does not allow
the identification of LH = LM 4 . LH would however naturally corresponds to the size of the
magnetic body of the system in turn identifiable as the size of CD.
One can deduce an estimate for β0 by approximating the space-time surface as RobertsonWalker cosmology expected to be a good approximation near the passive light-like boundary
of CD. The resulting formula is tested for planetary system and Earth. The dark matter
assignable to Earth can be identified as the innermost part of inner core with volume, which
is .01 per cent of the volume of Earth. Also the consistency of the Bohr quantization for dark
and ordinary matter is discussed and leads to a number theoretical condition on the ratio of
the ordinary and dark masses.
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1

Introduction

Nottale’s formula [E1] for the gravitational Planck constant ~gr = GM m/v0 involves parameter
v0 with dimensions of velocity. I have worked with the quantum interpretation of the formula
[K3, K2, K6, K5] but the physical origin of v0 - or equivalently the dimensionless parameter
β0 = v0 /c (to be used in the sequel) appearing in the formula has remained open hitherto. In
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the following a possible interpretation based on many-sheeted space-time concept, many-sheeted
cosmology, and zero energy ontology (ZEO) is discussed.
A generalization of the Hubble formula β = L/LH for the cosmic recession velocity, where LH =
c/H is Hubble length and L is radial distance to the object, is suggestive. This interpretation would
suggest that some kind of expansion is present. The fact however is that stars, planetary systems,
and planets do not seem to participate cosmic expansion. In TGD framework this is interpreted in
terms of quantal jerk-wise expansion taking place as relative rapid expansions analogous to atomic
transitions or quantum phase transitions. The TGD based variant of Expanding Earth model
assumes that during Cambrian explosion the radius of Earth expanded by factor 2 [L7] [L7, L6, L8].
There are two measures for the size of the system. The M 4 size LM 4 is identifiable as the
maximum of the radial M 4 distance from the tip of CD associated with the center of mass of the
system along the light-like geodesic at the boundary of CD. System has also size Lind defined defined
in terms of the induced metric of the space-time surface, which is space-like at the boundary of
CD. One has Lind < LM 4 . The identification β0 = LM 4 /LH < 1 does not allow the identification
LH = LM 4 . LH would however naturally corresponds to the size of the magnetic body of the
system in turn identifiable as the size of CD.
One can deduce an estimate for β0 by approximating the space-time surface near the lightcone boundary as Robertson-Walker cosmology, and expressing the mass density ρ defined as ρ =
as a fraction
M/VM 4 , where VM 4 = (4π/3)L3M 4 is the M 4 volume of the system. ρ can be expressed
p
2 of the critical mass density ρcr = 3H 2 /8πG. This leads to the formula β0 = rS /LM 4 × (1/),
where rS is Schwartschild radius.
This formula is tested for planetary system and Earth. The dark matter assignable to Earth
can be identified as the innermost part of inner core with volume, which is .01 per cent of the
volume of Earth. Also the consistency of the Bohr quantization for dark and ordinary matter is
discussed and leads to a number theoretical condition on the ratio of the ordinary and dark masses.
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About TGD based interpretation for the parameter v0
appearing in Nottale’s formula

2.1

Formula for the gravitational Planck constant and some background

The formula
~gr =

GM m
v0

(2.1)

for the gravitational Planck constant was originally introduced by Nottale [E1]. Here v0 is a
parameter with dimensions of velocity.
The formula is expected to hold true at the magnetic flux tubes mediating gravitational interaction and obeying also the general formula
hgr = hef f ,

hef f = nh0 ,

h = 6h0 .

(2.2)

The support for the formula h = 6h0 is discussed in [L1, L5]. The value of hgr can be very large
unlike the value of hef f associated with say valence bonds.
There are two kinds of flux tubes - homologically non-trivial and trivial ones corresponding to
two kinds of geodesic spheres of CP2 , and they seem to correspond to small and large values of
hef f .
1. Since the Kähler magnetic energy of homologically non-trivial flux tubes carrying monopole
magnetic flux is large, the natural expectation is that gravitation and presumably also other
long range interactions mediated by massless particles - with color interactions perhaps forming an exception - correspond to homologically trivial flux tubes for which only the volume
energy due to cosmological constant is non-vanishing. Massive particles would correspond
to flux tubes carrying monopole magnetic flux associated with homologically non-trivial flux
tubes. Homology could therefore define a key difference between massive and massless bosons
at space-time level.

2.2

A formula for β0 from ZEO
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2. One can argue the flux tubes accompanying flux tubes with non-trivial homological charge
are relatively short: since the length of the flux tube is expected to be proportional to hef f
or its positive power, this would suggest small values of hef f for them. For instance, valence
bonds for which non-standard value of hef f is suggestive could correspond to relatively flux
tubes carrying monopole flux [L2].
3. Suppose that the value of exponent of Kähler function for the “world of classical worlds”
(WCW) is exponent of Kähler function expressible as the 6-D variant of Kähler action for
the twistor lift of 4-D Kähler action reducing to the sum of 4-D Kähler action and volume term
in the dimensional reduction of the 6-surface to S 2 bundle over space-time surface required
by the induction of twistor structure [K4, K8, K7]. If so, the shortness of homologically nontrivial flux tubes could be forced by the large values of Kähler magnetic action and energy
making the exponent small.

2.2

A formula for β0 from ZEO

I have made some attempts relate the value of β0 = v0 /c appearing in the formula for hgr to some
typical rotation velocity in the system [K3, K2] but although orders of magnitude are reasonable,
these attempts have not led to a prediction of v0 . It might be that the explanation is hidden at
deeper level and involves many-sheeted space-time and the view about quantum theory based on
zero energy ontology (ZEO) in an essential manner.
A generalization of the Hubble formula β = L/LH for the cosmic recession velocity, where
LH = c/H is Hubble length and L is radial distance to the object, is suggestive. Some kind of
expansion suggests itself. The fact is however that stars, planetary systems, and planets do not
seem to participate cosmic expansion. In TGD framework this is interpreted in terms of quantal
jerk-wise expansion taking place as relative rapid expansions analogous to atomic transitions or
quantum phase transitions. The TGD based variant of Expanding Earth model assumes that
during Cambrian explosion the radius of Earth expanded by factor 2 [L7] [L7, L6, L8].
The interpretation of the velocity parameter β0 to be discussed involves in an essential manner
ZEO based quantum measurement theory giving rise to a quantum theory of consciousness [L3].
The causal diamond CD assignable to given conscious entity expands state function reduction by
state function and this expansion is very much analogous to cosmic expansion.
In TGD inspired theory of consciousness, which is essentially quantum measurement theory in
ZEO [L3], self as a conscious entity corresponds to a sequence of analogs of weak measurements
changing the members of state pairs at active boundary of CD and increasing the size of CD by
shifting the active boundary farther away from the passive boundary. Passive boundary and the
members of state pairs at it remain invariant. This produces a generalized Zeno effect leaving
both passive boundary and states at it invariant. This gives the unchanging contribution to the
consciousness that one might call “soul” Experienced time corresponds to the increasing distance
between the tips of CD and experienced time to the sequence of weak measurements. Active
boundary gives rise to changing part in the contents of consciousness. Self dies and reincarnates in
opposite time direction when the big state function reduction changing the roles of the boundaries
of CD occurs and CD begins to increase in opposite time direction.
To make progress one must consider more precisely what space-time as 4-surface property means
in ZEO. The unchanging part of the consciousness corresponds to the passive light-like boundary
of CD and various constant parameters should be assigned with the quantum state at it.
There are two measures for the size of the system at the passive boundary and also a measure
for the size of its magnetic body mediating gravitational interactions.
1. One can identify M 4 size LM 4 as the maximum of the radial M 4 distance from the tip of
CD associated with center of mass of the system to the boundary of the system along the
light-like geodesic at the passive boundary of CD.
2. System has also size Lind defined as the maximum distance in the induced metric of the
space-time surface, which is space-like at the boundary of CD. Lind cannot correspond to
Hubble length LH since this would give β > 0.
3. A reasonable option is that LH corresponds to the size scale of the part of the magnetic
body of the system responsible for mediation of gravitational interactions. LH would thus
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correspond to effective range of gravitational interactions. The simplest guess is that LH
corresponds the maximal radial size of CD given as LH = T /2, where T is the temporal
distance between the tips of the CD.
One can deduce an estimate for β0 by approximating the space-time surface near the passive
boundary of CD as Robertson-Walker cosmology. This approximation is indeed natural since spacetime surface is small deformation of future/past light-cone near the boundary. The assumption
about RW cosmology is not needed elsewhere inside CD. This conforms with the holography.
This estimate is only an approximation involving the ratio 2 = ρ/ρcr < 1 of the average mass
density ρ to the critical mass density
ρcrit =

3H 2
8πG

besides H. One can consider at least two options.
1. Option I: ρ corresponds to the average density ρ = M/VM 4 within M 4 volume VM 4 =
(4π/3)L3M 4 at the passive boundary. The condition ρ = 2 ρcr allows to solve β = L/LH as

β0 =

LM 4
LH

=

1


q

rS
LM 4

,

rS = 2GM .

(2.3)

Here rS is Schwartschild radius. As noticed, a reasonable identification for LH would be as
the size scale of the gravitational magnetic body given by the size LH = T /2. It turns that
this formula is rather reasonable and consistent with earlier results in the case of planetary
system and Earth.
2. Option II gives up completely the attempt to interpret the situation in terms of Hubble
constant and identifies β0 = Lind /LM 4 < 1. In this case the expression in terms of mass
density in terms of critical mass density does not help to obtain a more detailed √
formula. If
one requires consistency with the previous formula, one obtains Lind as pr Lind = rS LM 4 /.
For  = 1 one has geometric mean.

2.3

Testing the model in the case of Sun and Earth

One can test these equations for Sun and Earth to see whether they could make sense. The
restriction to the option I with volume V identified as the volume in the induced metric at the
passsive boundary of CD. Option II is obtained at the limit ! = 1.
Consider first Sun.
1. In the case of Sun the model for the Bohr quantization of planetary orbits was originally
proposed by Nottale [E1] and was developed further in TGD framework in [K3, K2] assuming
that genuine quantum coherence in astrophysical scales possible for dark matter is in question.
The value of β0 is in a reasonable approximation β0 (inner) = 2−11 for the inner planets and
β0 (out) = β0 (inner)/5 for the outer planets.
2. For the 3 inner planets the distance of Earth given by astronomical unit AU = .149 × 109
km is the natural estimate for LH so that one has LH = AU . For outer planets the natural
choice is of the order of the orbit of the outer planet with largest orbital radius, which is
Neptune with distance of 30 AU for Neptune. The prediction of the model for the orbital
radius of Neptune is 25 AU so that the estimate looks reasonable. Note that the radii in
Bohr model are proportional to h2gr n2 , n the principal quantum number, so that the scaling
v0 → v0 /5 scales the radius by factor 52 . This also means that scaling n → kn and scaling
v0 → v0 /k produces the same scaled orbital radius.
3. For the inner planets one obtains
β0 =

rS
LH

×

1


= 1.1 × 10−4 ×

1


.
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The value co-incides with β0 = 2−11 providing a reasonable approximation in Nottale model
for r = 4.55. This leaves open the fraction 2 = ρ/ρcrit . One would have 2 = .048. The size
scale of CD would be about 1/β = 211 using AU as a unit.
Consider next Earth. One can consider two choices for L.
1. Case I: Earth radius RE = 6.371×103 km is the first candidate: this choice might be relevant
for the applications at Earth’s surface such as fountain effect in super-fluidity.
2. Case II: The distance dM = 60.3RE of Moon, is second choice for the scale L.
Schwartschild radius of Earth is rS = 9 mm.

The

The value of β0 in these two cases is given by.
q
β0 (I) = RrSE 1 = .38 × 10−4 1 ,
q
−4 1
S 1
β0 (II) = drM
 = .04 × 10
 .
The condition β0 (I) = 2−11 is marginally consistent with the biology related considerations
of [L4] and requires r = 13.16. The size of the CD would be about 211 RE for option I.
For the same value of r for both I and II one has β(I) = 7.76β(II) ' 8β(II) so that option II
could be obtained from option I by the scaling β(I) → β/8 inducing the scaling REp→ 64RE >
60.3RE . By the proportionality of Bohr orbit radius to 1/β 2 , the ratio r(II)/r(I) = 64/60.33 =
1.030 would compensate this error. The mass mass of the moon is MM = .012ME so that the
replacement of ME with the ME + MM would produce correction factor 1.012 which is by 2 per
cent smaller than the required correction factor.

2.4

Under what conditions the models for dark and ordinary Bohr orbits
are consistent with each other?

Under what conditions the Bohr orbitologies for dark and ordinary matter are consistent with each
other?
1. The condition v 2 = GM/r determines the relationship between velocity and radius in Newtonian theory. The values of v and r cannot therefore change for ordinary matter, which
must coupled to all matter - both ordinary and dark matter of the central system.
2. A natural assumption is that dark matter couples only to the dark matter within the volume
closed by its orbit. If dark object corresponds to an object modellable as point-like object
(the alternative option is that dark matter is along a closed flux tubes along Bohr orbit) then
2
= GMD /r so that one has
the above condition reads vD

vD
=
v

r

MD
.
M

(2.4)

There seems to be no reason why the velocities of dark matter and ordinary matter could
not be different. In the case of dark matter there is also Bohr orbit condition giving for
gravitational Bohr radius as a generalization of a0 = ~/αme → agr = ~gr /αgr m with α =
e2 /4π~ → αgr = GM m/4π~gr = v0 /4π. This gives

a = agr,D n2D ,

agr =

4πGMD
v02

.

(2.5)

This formula should be consistent with the formula originally derived for matter and motivated by the idea that ordinary matter forms bound states with dark matter. I have
considered also the option that dark matter is delocalized along the flux tube associated with
the orbit of the planet.
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3. The two formulas make sense simultaneously only if one can interpret the Bohr orbit for MD
as Bohr orbit for M having same radius. This condition gives MD n2D = M n2 giving

n2D =

M 2
n .
MD

(2.6)

Therefore M/MD should be square of integer, which is rather strong constraint.
One can test this formula in the case of planetary system and for Earth.
1. The first guess is that the inner core of Sun with radius in the range .2RS and .25RS
corresponds mostly to dark matter. Solar core contains about 34 cent of solar mass (see
http://tinyurl.com/nrcojr2). This gives in excellent approximation M/MD = 3, which
is however not square. M/MD = 4 would satisfy the condition and would have nD = 2n.
Since dark matter corresponds to extensions of rationals, one can√ask whether one could allow
for dark matter algebraic
√ integers as values of nD so that nD = 3n would be allowed for an
extension containing 3. This would be a number theoretic generalization of quantization in
terms of in terms of integers somewhat analogous to that associated with quantum groups.
2. For Earth the estimate [L4] gives M/MD ' .5 × 104 giving β0 = 4.4 × 10−4 rather near
to β0 = 2−11 ' 5 × 10−4 . It is enough to find integer sufficiently near to 5000 having the
property that it is square. One has 702 = 4900 and 712 = 5041.
One would have nD ' 5000 × n and consistency with the formula. Earth has outer core
occupying 15 cent of its volume, inner core occupying 1 cent of the volume and innermost
inner core with radius 300 km occupying fraction 10−4 of the volume (see http://tinyurl.
com/y8vf7vc3) suggests that the innermost inner core consists of dark mass with density
twice the average density.
Remark: I have considered for MD a probably too science fictive identification in terms
of possibly existing gravitational analog of Dirac monopole. The gravitational flux would
emanate radially from the center of the Earth along flux tubes carrying magnetic monopole
flux and turn back at certain distance and return back along second space-time sheet and
back to the original space-time sheet at wormhole like structure. This field would not be
visible at large enough distances.
If one has MD = 2 × 10−4 ME , the density of the innermost inner core would be 2ρ, where
ρ is the average density of Earth. From Wikipedia (see http://tinyurl.com/ma6xqnh) one
learns that the average density ρE of Earth is 5.52 × ρW , ρW = kg/dm3 and the density in the
inner core varies in the range ρ/ρw ∈ [12.6 − 13.0]. The lower limit is approximately 2 × ρ.
This suggests that the density of the innermost inner core is somewhat larger than 2ρ.
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